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A characterization is given for those eigenfunctions of invariant differential 
operators on symmetric spaces of noncompact type which are representable as 
generalized Poisson integrals of distributions on the boundary, the criterion 
being that the function grow no faster than some power of the exponential of 
the distance from the origin. For symmetric spaces of arbitrary rank, the result 
is proved in one direction only, namely, that the Poisson integral of a distribution 
satisfies the growth condition; however, for rank one symmetric spaces, the 
converse is also shown to be true. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let X = G/K be a symetric space of noncompact type, B = KIM its 
boundary, and f a complex-valued (simultaneous) eigenfunction of all left 
G-invariant differential operators on X. Then it is known [4c, 51 that there 
exists an analytic functional T on B which represents f as a generalized Poisson 
integral. In this paper, the eigenfunctionsfwhich are represented by distributions 
on B are characterized in terms of a natural growth condition for f on X. The 
result is that f is represented by a distribution T if and only if the growth off 
on X is no faster than some power of the exponential of the distance from the 
origin (in the natural G-invariant metric on X). The condition is thus essentially 
independent of the weight (or set of eigenvalues) off (since only the size of the 
power required to bound f varies with the weight off ). 
For X of arbitrary rank, we can prove this result at present in one direction 
only, namely, that T is a distribution implies f satisfies the growth condition; 
however, for X of rank one, the result holds in both directions (with a mild 
restriction on the eigenvalue), and so gives a complete characterization in this 
case. The proof does not require the use of the results on representability of 
eigenfunctions by analytic functionals mentioned above, the smooth theory 
being self-contained. Furthermore, in the usual examples encountered in 
analysis, the growth condition is either satisfied naturally (as in the case of the 
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spherical functions, and more generally the matrix elements of the Eisenstein 
integrals) or imposed as part of the definition specifically to exclude functions 
of overly rapid growth, as in the case of the automorphic eigenfunctions (cf. 
[2b, pp. 7, 91). Thus it seems that the space of distributions on the boundary 
may be already large enough to represent the “useful” eigenfunctions on X. 
The method depends on the K-Fourier decomposition off into its homo- 
geneous componentsfs, 6 an irreducible representation of the isotropy group K, 
together with growth estimates forts(x) in 6 and x. 
For each 6, f8 is expressed in terms of the generalized spherical function of 
type 8, with certain coefficients. The idea is then roughly that a function expressed 
as such a series of generalized spherical functions is of slow growth on X if and 
only if the coefficients are themselves of a type of slow growth in 6, in the sense 
described in Section 2 (Proposition 2.6). For the rank one case, the proof also 
relies on the explicit expression for f8 derived in [4c]. I would like to thank 
S. Helgason for pointing out to me the possibility of using [4c] to generalize 
the result which I had at first obtained for the real hyperbolic plane. 
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Z, [w, and C denote as usual the integer, real, and complex numbers, respecti- 
vely, and Z+, Iw+, the sets of nonnegative integers and reals, respectively. For 
z E Cc, x denotes the complex conjugate of a, and zs = Re(z) the real part of Z. 
For functions, g 0 f denotes the composition of two functions f and g, and f 1 S 
the restriction off to a subset S of its domain. For a complex-valued function 
on a set S, the notation j/f Ijs = SUP,,~ 1 f ( )I x is used. A vector space V means 
a complex vector space unless otherwise specified (or obvious), and an inner 
product on V means a positive definite Hermitian symmetric conjugate bilinear 
form. For vector spaces V, W, Hom(V, W) is used for the space of C-linear 
maps from V to W, with End V = Hom( V, V); if W _C V, then Hom( V, W) 
is considered to be a subspace of End V. For A E End V, V an inner product 
space, A* denotes the Hermitian conjugate of A, Tr(A) the trace of A, and 
/I A 11 the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of A, II A j/a = Tr(AA*). 
The notation for Lie groups and algebras, homogeneous spaces, and symmetric 
spaces is the same as that in [4b, pp. 3-61; we summarize this briefly. Let G 
be a connected Lie group with Lie algebra g and exp: g + G the exponential 
mapping. G acts on itself by inner automorphisms and on g by Ad, the adjoint 
representation; if g, h E G and YE g, the notation hg and Yg is sometimes used 
in place of ghg-l and Ad(g)Y, respectively. For S a smooth manifold, C”(S) 
denotes the smooth (i.e., infinitely differentiable) complex-valued functions on S. 
g acts on Cm(G) as usual as left-invariant differential operators, written as 
Yffor YE g,fE Cm(G). This gives an isomorphism between U(g), the universal 
enveloping algebra of g, and D(G), the left- invariant differential operators on G, 
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so that we may consider these spaces to be identified when convenient. The 
elements of g also act as right-invariant differential operators as YJ(x) = 
(d/dt) ,f(exp(--tY)x) It=,, for YE g, f E P(G); clearly, YR”f (x) = - Yf (x), or 
YRx = -Y at x, for short. Now let H be a closed subgroup of G and S = G/H 
the homogenous space. As in [4a, Chap. X, Sect. 21 we assume that 5’ = G/H 
is a reductive coset space. G acts on S in the natural fashion, and so on functions 
and differential operators on S. Then C=(S) is naturally isomorphic to CaD(G)H, 
the right H-invariant functions in P(G), so that Cm(S) may be considered 
as a subspace of Cm(G); and D(S), the G-invariant differential operators on S, 
is equal to the set of restrictions {D 1 C”(S) / D E D(G)H}, where D(G)H denotes 
the right H-invariants in D(G). Let w be the Casimir element in U(g), and 
L, = w 1 P(S), the Laplacian on S. For D E D(S), and E a compact set in S, 
let v D,E be the semi-norm on Cm(S) defined by ~~,~(f) = /j DfilE, for f E C=(S). 
a(S) is then defined to be the space C”(S) equipped with the (Schwartz) 
topology induced by the family of seminorms v~,~, D E D(S), E compact in S. 
Now let G be a connected real semisimple Lie group with finite center, 
K a maximal compact subgroup, and X = G/K, so that X is a symmetric 
space of noncompact type. If g, E denote the Lie algebras of G, K respectively, 
then g = f + p, where p is the orthogonal complement to f in the Killing 
form ( , ) on g. Let 0 denote the Cartan involution both on g and G with respect 
to this decomposition. Choose a maximal Abelian subspace a in p. Since the 
Killing form is positive definite on a, there is a natural isomorphism between a 
and the dual space a*; thus we have a bilinear form (also denoted by < , )) on 
the complex dual a$ induced by the Killing form on a. We write I, = dim a = 
rank(X). Let Z be the set of (restricted) roots in a*, a+ a Weyl chamber in a, 
and ,Z+ the corresponding set of positive roots; write (Y. > 0 for a E Z+. Set 
n = Cal>” g”, where g* is the a-root space in g, with m, = dim g*, the multiplicity 
of ol; and let p = & Cm>,, m,ol. We have the Iwasawa decomposition g = 
I + a + n; and, letting A = exp(a), N = exp(n), we have G = KAN. For 
YE g, we write Y = Yf + Y, + Y, with the projections Yf E f, Y, E a, and 
Y, E n; and for g E G, g = K(g) u(g) n(g) with K(g) E K, u(g) = exp(H(g)) E A 
(H(g) E a) and n(g) E N uniquely determined, the mappings g + R(g), g + u(g), 
andg + n(g) being analytic on G. We also write s(g) = a(g) n(g). Let ii = 0(n); 
and let m be the Lie algebra of M, the centralizer of A in K. Then g = 
ii + tn + a + n, direct sum; and if ‘T,, and rfi denote the projections of g on n 
and ii, respectively, then Y, = Z-,(Y) - &r,(Y) for all Y E g. 
The norm function u: G -+ Rf is defined by a(k exp Y) = / Y j = (Y, Y)l/a 
for k E K, YE p; since a(Kgk’) = u(g), all K, K’ E K, g E G, u may be considered 
as a function on X. If o denotes the origin of the symmetric space X (o = the 
coset K) then u(g) = u(g o) = d(o, g . ) o w h ere d is the natural G-invariant 
matric on X (induced by the Killing form on p), so that for x E X, G(X) is the 
distance in X from the origin o to x. The triangle inequality thus gives a(gh) < 
u(g) -t- u(h) for all g, h E G since u(g-‘) = u(g) all g E G; also, u(B(g)) = u(g), 
+/2()/3-Z 
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all g E G. The Cartan decomposition G = KAK implies that (T is defined by 
its values on A (or on A+ = exp(a+)). 
The space E*(X) of smooth functions of slow growth on X is defined in 
terms of 0 as follows: 
b*(X) = {f~ e?(X) ] there exist C, r > 0 with 1 f(x)] < Cero(s) for all x E X}. 
(1) 
The Cartan decomposition X = KA . o implies that this condition on f is 
equivalent to supkEX 1 f (ka . o)I < Cer”(a), for all a E A (or A+). 
The simultaneous eigenfunctions of D(X) are defined as in [4b, p. 211; that is, 
for D E D(X), X E a$, and T(D)(iX) E @ as in [4b, p. 121, 
R,(X) = (f E b(X) 1 Df = I’(D)(ih)f, all D E D(X)}. (4 
Note in particular that &!&)(A) = -(A, A) - (p, p); and that if X is of rank 
one, then D(X) consists of the polynomials in L, [4a, Proposition 2.10, Chap. X] 
so that in this case 
~A@--) = ifE w9 I Lxf = -[<A, 9 + 63 P>lfI (X rank one). (3) 
In any case, there is an important family of eigenfunctions e, on X induced 
by the characters on A, defined as follows: For h E a& g E G, 
e,(g . o) = e-(iA+P)ww~)) (4) 
Then e,, E a,(X), all A; e,, is cahed the exponential function of weight A. Using 
x for the complex conjugate of h in a& we have cA = e-i . We also define 
&f(X) = czA(X) n a*(x) (5) 
The boundary B of the symmetric space X is defined as B = K/M = 
G/MAN. Let a(B) be the space of analytic functions on B, topologized as in 
[4c, p. 3381, and b(B) the smooth functions as above; and define the dual 
spaces m(B) and b’(B) as the spaces of continuous linear functionals on a(B) 
and b(B), respectively. al(B) is called the space of analytic functionals on B 
and b’(B) the space of distributions on B. We have natural inclusions Q?(B) C 
b(B) and b’(B) C m(B) (as vector spaces). For x E X, b E B, the element 
A(x, b) E a, (the log of the complex distance from o to the horocycle through x 
with normal 6) is defined as in [4b, p.101, so that A(g . o, KM) = -H(g-%) 
for g E G, K E K. Then for h E a:, the Poisson mapping PA: H’(B) + cF’JX) is 
defined by 
PA(T)(x) = JB e(iAtdL4(x,b)) dT(b) (6) 
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for x E X, where the notation &f(b) dT(6) means, by definition, T(f). In terms 
of the exponential functions e, , we have the following description of PA , which 
will be useful: For x E X, let eAx E B(B) be defined by 
eAz(kM) = e,(k-lx) 
for all k E K, so that e,Z(b) = e(iA+D)(A(s,b)). Then clearly 
(7) 
p,CW = T(e,“), (8) 
by definition. The function e,,x is sometimes denoted simply by e, , where the 
meaning as a function on B is clear from the context; for example, we can write 
(8) as P,(T) = T(e,), as functions on X, where T(e,) means T applied to eAZ 
for each x E X. 
Finally, we discuss the normalization of the measures to be used. Let B = 
K/M be a compact homogeneous space (i.e., K a compact connected Lie group, 
M a closed subgroup), db = dk, a K-invariant measure on B normalized 
so that for f continuous on K 
1 f W dk = j-, i,f (k4 dm dkiv 7 (9) 
K 
where dk, dm are Haar measures on K, M, respectively, such that SK dk = 
siM dm = 1, so that js db = 1 as well (cf. [4b, p.61). We write&(B) for the space 
of square-integrable functions on B with respect to this measure; and for 
~;,EW% define (!, g) = jif (4 i?(b) db and Ilf II2 = (f, f Yz. Thus llf IL < 
‘B 3 all f E G(B), with this normalization. 
2. SOME ANALYSIS ON B 
This section is devoted to a brief review of some basis facts from the harmonic 
analysis of the space of smooth functions and its dual, the distributions, on a 
compact homogeneous space B. More specifically, let K be a compact connected 
Lie group and M a closed subgroup, and B = KIM. The space of smooth 
functions b(B) and its dual b’(B) admit Fourier decompositions under the action 
of K; the object will be to characterize the elements of b(B) and d’(B) in terms 
of the growth of their Fourier coefficients (or transforms). 
Let R be the set of equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations 
of K. If 6: K + Aut V, is such a representation on a space V, of dimension 
d(S) with inner product < , ), we write 6 E g, by abuse of notation. Let &, = 
(6 E k? I V8M # (O)}, V8M being the M-invariants in V, , so that &, consists of 
all classes in I? which possess at least one nonzero M-fixed vector. Let m(8) = 
dim V, , and let E, denote the orthogonal projection of V, on VaM. For each 
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6 E &,, , we may suppose that an orthonormal basis or ,..., 71~ of V is chosen 
such that the first m vectors vr , . . . , w, form a basis of VaM (m = m(S)), d = d(S)). 
The matrix elements of the representation 6 with respect to this basis are 
defined as follows: Sf,j E b(K), 1 < i,j < d(S), is the function given by S:,,(k) = 
(vi , S(k)vj) for k E K. If 1 <.j < m(S), then Sf,j is invariant under right 
translations by elements of il!l, so that Sf,j defines a function in 6(B) (denoted 
by the same symbol) in this case. Now the usual Peter-Weyl theory modified 
to the homogeneous space B = K/M (cf. [8, pp. 80-811) gives that the set of 
functions {d(S)l12 Sf,? ( 1 < i < d(S), 1 <j ,< m(S); 6 E &,,I forms an ortho- 
normal basis for L,(B), so that for CELL, we have the Fourier expansion 
f = CS 4s) L,j (.A S,“,jN,j in L2W, with Ilflli = IL d(S) Z:i,j Itf, %)I2 
(Cs ‘J& by convention will mean C,,z ~~~~ Cyi,“’ where no ambiguity will 
result.) These expansions may be written more compactly in matrix form as 
follows: Let f”(S) E Hom( V, , VsM) be defined by f(S) = JKf(k) S(k-I) dk, for 
6 E &, . Thenf = Es d(S) Tr(j(S)S) (i.e.f(kM) = Es d(S) Tr(f(S) S(k)), k E K) 
and llflli = CS 4s) llf@>ll” (with II II th e matrix norm as defined in Section 1). 
If f E b(B), then this expansion is absolutely and uniformly convergent since 
in this case!(S) is rapidly decreasing in 6, in the sense defined below. 
Let f be the Lie algebra of K, and U(f) th e universal enveloping algebra off. 
If w = wK is the Casimir element in U(f) and 8: u(f) - End V, the infinite- 
simal representation of 6, then since w lies in the center of U(f) and 6 is irre- 
ducible, S(W) must be a scalar on I’, ; call this scalar --h, . For u, v E V, , let 
SE,, E b(K) be the generalized matrix element of 6, St,,(k) = (u, S(k)v), for 
k E K; then for DE U(f) = D(K), OS:,, = SE,ScDJV . Using this equation and 
the fact that the LaplacianL, is the restriction of w to GYP = G(B), we see that 
L,S& = --h,S& , for all i < d(S), j < m(S), and 6 E &,, , so that the matrix 
elements of S are eigenfunctions of -LB with eigenvalue X, . The completeness 
of the matrix elements in L,(B) then implies that the spectrum of -LB on 
b(B) is equal to the set {h, 1 6 E &,}, which is a discrete infinite subset of Rf, 
by standard facts about compact manifolds. If lK denotes the trivial one- 
dimensional representation of K, then it is true that X8 = 0 if and only if 6 = lK 
(cf. [7, Lemma 1.11, for example); so that if x1 denotes 1;6 - {lK}, X, > 0 
for all 6 E Er . We use the mapping 6 + X, from p,, to R+ as the measure of 
size or growth on &, . A preliminary fact is that 6 ---f d(S) grows as a power of h, . 
LEMMA 2.1. There exist constants c, (T > 0 such that 
d(S) < C&O (1) 
for all 6 E lCl . 
Proof. The result may be shown by using the theory of the highest weight; 
that is, if 6 has highest weight p, then the formulas for X, and d(S) in terms of p 
can be used to deduce the result (cf. [7, Sect. l] for more details). 
We will also need: 
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LEMMA 2.2. There exists a constant s > 0 such that 
c A,” < Co. (2) 
Kl 
Proof. Any s > & rank(K) will do; cf. [7, Lemma 1.31. 
The smooth functions on B may now be characterized in terms of the growth 
of their Fourier coefficients, as follows: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. (i) Suppose f E b(B); then for each n E Zf, there exists 
a constant C, > 0 such that jif(S)lj < C,&“, for aZZ 6 E l?l . 
(ii) Conversely, given a coejicient matrix A, E Hom(V8, V81SM) for each 
6 E I& with the property that for each n E Z f, there exists a C, > 0 with 11 A, 11 < ^ 
C,&lz, all 6 E Kl , then the series Z&(S) Tr(A,S) converges in b(B), and so dejines 
a smooth function f E b(B). 
Proof. We show statement (i) only; for (ii) cf. [7, Theorem 31. To show (i), 
note that for all n E Z+, LBnf = (-1)” Z8 d(S) hsn Tr({(S)S), so that C 2 = 
11 LBlzf 11: = Z8 d(S) /\in llj(S)l12. Thus ilj(S)ll < C,d(S)-1/2 &” < C&“, f; all 
s#l,* 
As a corollary of the proof we have 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let f E b(B); then for all n E Z+, 6 E El , 
ll.fG9ll d iIb”f lb &“. (3) 
Note also that Proposition 2.3 implies the absolute and uniform convergence 
of the Fourier series of a smooth function (as well as convergence in the topology 
of b(B), cf. [7, Sect. 21). 
The corresponding characterization of a’(B) is that the distributions are the 
functionals whose Fourier coefficients are of slow growth in 6, i.e., of at most 
polynomial growth in X, . To show this we first need: 
LEMMA 2.5. The topology of b(B) is the same as that de$ned by the family of 
seminovms vn(f) = 11 LBnf II8 , n E Z+. 
Proof. The corresponding fact for b(K) is proved in [7, p. 461 with 5,(f) = 
/I w”f llK * Now using the identifications d(B) = b(K)M and D(B) = the 
restrictions of IDA to d(B), as discussed in Sect. 1, we see that d(B) may be 
considered as a closed set in b(K) with the relative topology. Then since 
w 1 d(B) = LB, the result follows. 
For T E b’(B), define 5?(S) E Hom( V, , VagM) by F(S) = Es SK S(F) dT(kM), 
that is, for ?I E V, , v E VsM, (v, %W = j-au (v, W-W dT(hW = T(S:,,) 
(with St 1) the generalized matrix element defined above). Then we have: 
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PROPOSITION 2.6. (i) Let T E b’(B); th en there exist constants C, r > 0 
such that /] p(S)11 < CXs7, for all S E RI 
(ii) Suppose that for each 6 E I& , we have a coeficient matrix 
A, E Hom( V, , VaM) with the property that there exist constants C, r > 0 with 
Ij A, 11 < C&‘, for all 6 E & ; then the series Z,&(S) Tr(A,S) converges to give an 
element T E b’(B). 
Proof. Part (i) follows immediately from Lemma 2.5; for, if T is continuous 
on b(B), there exist constants C > 0, NE Z+ such that 
I T(f )I G C y<y II Wf 118 for all f c b(B). 
Since LBn9 = (-1)” hsnS& and I/ S& lie < 1, all i < d(S),j < m(S), 6 E I&, 
we have j $[Sf j)l < C, max,,,sN h,* < CdsN all i < d, j < m, 6 E RI , so that 
the equation I/ $(S)/]” = & 1 T(Sf,j)12 and Lemma 2.1 give (i). 
To show (ii), first define T(f) = & d(S) SK,,,,, Tr(A, S(K)) f(kM) dk, = 
x6 d(S) Tr(A,J*(S)*) for all f E b(B); the inequalities 
I T(f )I G c W I T+%fV)*)I < cd(S) Ii A, /I * IIJ^(S)ll F 6 
show that T is well defined on b(B), since II A, 11 < Char, 6 E Kl, d(S) < cXgU, 
so that letting p = r + a, we may choose m E Z+ sufficiently large such that 
&+, A:-“’ < co and I]J”(S)ll < C,,&m, 6 E Z?, , by Proposition 2.3. To show 
that T is continuous on b(B), choose a sequence fn E 6(B), n 3 1 with 
lim, fn = 0 in b(B). Thus lim, 11 LBmfn II8 = 0 for all m E Zf, so by Corollary 
2.4, we may choose an integer m > 0 with &, At-“’ < co and II f,“(S)11 < 
supn 11 LBmf,, I/e X;m = C,&” for all S E RI , all n > 1. Now / T(fn)l < 
Cl Ji I fn I + C2 CB, U’ ll.fn”(W; both lim, .fi If, I = 0 and lim, II .LWll = 0, 
all 6 E I?, , since both may be majorized by jj fn IIB ; and IIJ’^(S)[l < C,X;m, all 
S~gr, all 7t > 1, with &,h,“” < co. Thus by standard argument from 
analysis, lim, CIF, X,r IIJn”(S)ll = 0, so that lim, T(f,) = 0 as required. This 
completes the proof. 
Proposition 2.6 shows that for T E&‘(B), we may write T in its K-Fourier 
expansion T = x8 d(S) Tr(p(S)S) = x6 d(S) & T(Sf,,) Sf,j, the series being 
convergent when applied to any test function in b(B): 
fKIM (F 4s) WW4 W)))f (KM) dht 
= c d(S) Tr( p(S) *J*(S)*) 
s 
= C d(s) C T(E,i)(f, E,j) = T C d(S) C (f, G.f) st,j = T(f ), 
6 i.i i 6 i.i 
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justifying convergence and interchange of limits by Proposition 2.6, and using 
the Fourier expansion for f in the form f = 9 = Cs d(S) & (f, sf,,),!?& . 
In terms of the matrix elements, the growth condition on T can also be written 
& j T(Sf,,)I < CAa7 for some constants C, r, all 6 E K, , or as / T(Sif,j)l < Chsr, 
all i < d(S), i < m(S), S E Kr . 
Finally, we need to introduce the notion of convolution for functions and 
distributions on B. For simplicity we give only a partial definition, which is 
sufficient for our purposes (cf. [4b, pp. 83-841 for a more complete treatment). 
Let f E G(B), T E b’(B), then we define T * f E b(K) by T * f(k) = 
se f(k-lb) dT(b), for K E K. Th e F ourier coefficients of T *fare given by 
LEMMA 2.7. For f E b(B), T E b’(B), and 6 E I?, we have 
(T *f)^(S) = j*(S)* p(S). (4) 
Proof. 
(Tcf)*@) =I (T*f)(k)S(k-l)dk 
K 
= j- (1 
K X/M 
f (k-%,M) dT(k,M)) S(k-l) dk 
= s,,,(s, f(kW w dk) W) dT(hM) 
= fV)* /K,MV;l) dW,W = fV)*@), 
where the interchange of limits is justified by the continuity of T, and the 
last integral makes sense since j^(S)* = J*(S) *E, . 
Remark. For T E g(B), f E @(B(B), th e same definition of convolution gives 
T *f E 02(K), and Lemma 2.7 still holds. The analytic functionals T E 02’(B) 
also have Fourier developments T = Cs d(S) Tr(p(S)S), convergent when 
applied to test functions f~ O?(B); cf. [3, Sect. l] for the crucial estimates of 
growth in 6 in this case. 
3. THE SPACES b,(X); BOUNDARY REPRESENTATION 
AND K-FOURIER DECOMPOSITION 
We now return to the symmetric space X = G/K with its boundary B = 
G/MAN = K/M, as in Section 1. K acts on the smooth functions g(X) and 
on d’(B) (or /Z’(B)), and P,, is equivariant with respect to these actions; thus 
the K-Fourier decompositions of T and P,(T) are compatible, as is shown 
explicitly in this section. 
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To develop the K-Fourier decomposition for b(X), take f E b(X) and define, 
for 6 E k, x E X, the matrix f”(x) E End V, by f”(x) = JK f (kx) 6(/z-l) dk, so 
that f 6(kx) = S(k)fs( x , i.e., f* is K-homogeneous of type 6. Since k -+f(kx) ) 
is a smooth function on K for each x E X, the results of Section 2 give the Fourier 
expansion f (z) = CKL. d(S) Tr(f “(x)), f or each x E X. In [2a, p. 131 it is shown 
that in fact this expansion converges in a(X); and since k -+ f (ka . o) is right 
M-invariant and X = KA . o, we have the fact that f 6 # 0 only if 6 E I&, . 
Thus we may write f = CR, d(S) Tr(f 6) in 8(X). This is the K-Fourier decom- 
position for a smooth function f E b(X). 
Now if f E cTA(X) for some h E ag , the Fourier decomposition may be made 
more explicit as follows: for X E a:, 6 E A$, we use the notation Qp,,, = eA6, 
so that @n,s(x) = (z~~)^(S)*, for each x E X, in the notation of Section 1. Note 
that for 6 = lK , di,,, = v-A o 0, where 0 is the Cartan involution on G, and qA 
the (scalar) K-bivariant spherical function [4b, p. 71. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let h E a$ with X simple in the sense of [4b, p. 941, and 
f E G,(X). Thenfor each 6 E I&, there exists a coejicient matrix A, E Hom( V, , VaM) 
such that 
f = Cd(s) WA@A,8) (1) 
6 
convergent in G(X). 
The matrices A, will be called the Fourier coefficients off. 
Proof. Let S be a space on which K acts; then a function f on S is called 
K-finite of type 6 if the translates K f span a finite-dimensional vector space 
which is primary of type 6 as a K-space (i.e., decomposes into finitely many 
copies of S). Let g6(B) d enote the K-finite functions of type S in b(B) and 
&A,s(X) the K-finite functions of type 6 in gA(X). Then if h is simple P,(b,(B)) = 
8,&X) by a result of Helgason [4d]; and b,(B) is s anned by the matrix elements p 
(Sf,i ] i < d(S), j < m(S)} (cf. [4c, Proposition 4.11). Now for f e cFA(X), 6 E I& , 
and u, v E V, , let f L,, be the generalized matrix element defined by f:,,(x) = 
(f a(x)u, v) (or f “,,, = (f %, u) for short); then f i,u E 8&X). Also, by the 
definitions, P,(si,J = (@A,~~, u) for u E V, , v E VA”’ (with S&(kM) = 
(u, S(k)v) as in Section 2). Combining these facts, we see that for f 6 b,(X), 
Tr(f 8) E&,&X), so that there exist coefficients a$,j, i < d(S), j < m(S) with 
where A6 E Hom(V6 , VBiSM) is defined by (Api , vi) = a;,i for i < d(S), 
j < m(S). Since f = Cs d(S) Tr(fs) converges in a(X), we have f = Cs d(S) 
Tr(A,@& in b(X) as required. 
Now if f is represented by a functional T on B, f = P,(T), then since 
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k P,(T) = P,(k . T), K E K with the appropriate actions of K on b(X) and 
b’(B) (or al(B)), the K-F ourier decompositions of T and f = P,(T) are 
compatible, i.e., A, = T(S), as the following proposition shows. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let T E F(B) (or 6’l’(B)). Then 
f’,(T) = C 4s) Tr(f’@) @A,& (2) 
Proof. First note that P,(T)(h) = T * eA5(R) (with the convolution notation 
of Section 2, and eAz as in Section l), since, for example, e,“(b) = e(iA+““A(z,b)) 
and A(&, b) = A(x, K-lb) [4b, p. 941. Then PA( T)S(x) = SK PA( T)(h) S(kl) dk = 
(T * eh5)h(8) = (cAz)^(S)* F(6) = @,&x) p(S) by Lemma 2.7 and the definition 
of @A,, . 
4. P,(b’(B)) -C&f(X) (XARBITRARY RANK) 
THEOREM 4.1. Let X = G/K be a symmetric space of noncompact type, and 
AEll”,. Then (with the notation as in Section 1) 
P,(b’(B)) c a;(x). (1) 
Proof. The proof is somewhat long and is broken up into a series of lemmas. 
We fix an element T E 6’(B), and let f = P,(T). The object is to show that there 
exist constants C, Y > 0 such that / f(x)] < C . erocr) for all x E X. 
LEMMA 4.2. I f (%)I < x6 d(s) 11 ~@)li /I@&)lifoY all x E 1. 
Proof. The result follows from Proposition 3.2 and the Schwarz inequality 
I T@‘(s) %&))I G II T@)ll II @,d~Nl convergence of the righthand side being 
guaranteed by the smoothness of e,,“, the fact that T E b’(B), and the growth 
estimates in 6 of Propositions 2.3 and 2.6. 
LEMMA 4.3. There exist constants C, , C, > 0 and n E Z+ such that 
for all x E X. 
Proof. @*,&) = (&q”(s)*, SO that by Corollary 2.4, for all m E Z+, 
~u~idb9~t~l l~-L;~;ll~~T, all 6 f lx. . Now there exist constants C, T > 0 
, Z, all Sfl,, by Proposition 2.6; thus, choosing 
n = m E H+ sufficiently large that Q d(S) AL-” < co, we have 
F 43 II l’(s)ll II ~~.&)ll < C, I/ LB” G= IIB .
1 
Since @A,l, = p-A . ~9, the result now follows from Lemma 4.2. 
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LEMMA 4.4. (i) j H(g)/ < u(g), allg E G. 
(ii) ] H(n(g))] < 2a(g), all g E G, where e(g) = e(n(g)) E m = exp(fi). 
Proof. The notation is as in Section 1, i.e., g = K(g) exp(H(g)) n(g), K(g) E K, 
H(g) E a, n(g) EN. Statement (i) follows easily from [4b, inequality (3), p. 291. 
To show (ii), write n(g) = u(g) k(g)-l B(g); th en using(i), we have / H(%(g))] < 
44d) + 49 G 24d 
LEMMA 4.5. For all X E a$, 11 @r\,6 iI2 E a*(X), all S E I& ; in particular vr 
and yA 0 0 belong to a*(X). 
Pyoof. Since II Q)ll = 1, all k E K Ii @A.a(411 < SK I e,(~)l dk < II eAa IL , 
all x E X, so Lemma 4.4 gives the result. 
Since Ed = e-x, Lemmas 4.3 and 4.5 reduce the proof of the theorem to 
showing that the function x + ]I LBnehx lie is of slow growth on X for all h E a*, , 
n E Z+; the proof of this fact will occupy the remainder of this section. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. For each h E a: , n E Z+, there exist constants C, Y > 0 
such that 
II LBneAx lIB < Cerc(r) (3) 
for all x E X. 
The proof is broken up to into four lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.7. e, E S*(X). 
Proof. 1 e,(g 9 o)l < eliA+pl IH(g-‘)l < eliA+plo(g), all g E G, by Lemma 4.4. 
To compute the derivatives of e,, we will need to define some special functions 
which arise from the structure theory of semisimple Lie algebras. Let gc be 
the complexification of g, and ljc a Cartan subalgebra of gc containing a; let d 
be the set of roots of (gc, hc) and d+ the positive roots with respect to an ordering 
compatible with that on a* (cf. [4a, p. 222]), P+ = {a E A+ j 01 I a # 0} (SO 
that {a I a I 01 E P+} = Z+), and R=P+u-P+={~~EA~~~~#O}. For 
01 E R, there exist root vectors X, E gca with the following properties: X, E g, 
0X, = --X, , and (X, , X-,) # 0 (cf. [l, Sect. 41; for our X, we can take, 
e.g., his X, + X,). Note that (X, , X,) = 0 unless /3 = --a. Fixing such a set 
of root vectors {X, I 01 E R}, we then define the (smooth) functions t,: N -+ C 
by n = exp(,ZP+ t,(n)X,), for all n EN (cf. [I, Sect. 3, 41); we have t&n-l) = 
-t,(n), and t&n”) = e a(lOga)ta(n), all n E N, a E A. (Note that we also have the 
functions s,: m --+ C defined by ff = exp(Zp+ s&%)X-,), % E m; but these may 
be expressed in terms of the functions t, by s,(e(n)) = -t,(n), using 0X, = 
-X-, .) As in [l], the ring %)N is defined to be the functions on N which may 
be expressed as polynomials in the functions {t, / ot E P+}. Define the extended 
functions $, on G by Z,(g) = t,(n(g-l)); then &E Cm(G), since g -j n(g) is 
smooth, and & is right K-invariant, so that we may write & E a(X), all 01 E P, . 
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Let 9 denote the Z-lattice in a* generated by Z. For p E a$ , define & E Cm(G) 
by FJg) = &H(g-l)), g E G; again because of the K-invariance, we may consider 
&, to lie in g(X). Note also that Zfi = ei(O-U) for p E a *@. 
DEFINITION. The ring W is defined to be the ring of functions in e?(X) 
generated by {& . 2, 1 p E 9, a: E P+}. 
Thus 9 consists of sums of products of the form & * fa * ... * fa,, with 
p E 9, cii E P+ i = I,..., 12, n E Z+ (since CU.?” = gU+“). 
LEMMA 4.8. W C c?*(X) 
Proof. Since g*(X) is a ring, it suffices to show that & E b*(X), all p E 9, 
and &E&*(X), all a E P+. Lemma 4.7 shows gti E g*(X), p E a:. To show 
&E d*(X), first note that there exist constants C, m > 0 such that 1 ta(n)j < 
Ce2mp(H(en)) for all ,El E P+ , n E N (this follows from [I, Lemma 6.1(2)], using 
+(19(n)) = -to(n) and with, e.g., m = maxBEp xi=, mi(p), where /3 1 a = 
Ci”=, m@)4 where (011 ,..., at} is the set of simple restricted roots in Zf, - -1 
1 = I, . Thus, for all 01 E P+ , j &(g)\ = I &(n(g-‘))I < Ce2m~(H(n(g )I) < Ce4mlPlo(g) 
for all g E G, by Lemma 4.4(ii). 
LEMMA 4.9. For all YE g, Y,(s) C W. 
Proof. Since Y acts as a derivation, it suffices to show that Y&, E 9, all 
p E 9, and Y& E 9, all 01 E P+ . The first statement follows from the formula 
yI7 4&d = i -f: 64 %><Y 
n(g-‘), 
i=l 
H,)) i&(g) (4) 
for YE g, p E a%, with (Hi} a dual basis to {ai}. Formula (4) may be obtained 
by modifying Proposition 8.1 of [l], using YRz = - Y at x and YR(f ‘) = (Yf )‘, 
where f’(x) = f(x+). S ince & E B’, we need only show that the function 
g --f (YT@-‘), Ya) lies in 9 for all YI , Yz E g; but [I, Remark 1, Sect. 3] shows 
that n -+ (Yin, Yz) lies in B?,,, . This proves Y& E 99, all p E 9. To show 
Y& E 99 requires a little more work. The result depends on the following 
formula: let f E Cm(NJ and define PE Cm(G) by f(g) = f (n(g-‘)), g E G. Then 
for YE g, we have 
Y&g-‘) = {[( Ys(g));(g)-l] f}“(g-l) 
= g C,-‘{( Yn(g), X8) e- 8( 2 H(g)) + <yntgj, x-,>)(X,f )-(g-l), (5) 
where s(g) = a(g) n(g), as in Section 1, and C, = (X, , X-,). The first equality 
follows from the facts that (Ykcz)) j(x) = 0 for all x E G, YE f + a, YRz = - Y 
at x, and Y = Yt + Y, + Y,, . The second follows from the first, together 
with the formulas Y,, = r,(Y) - &r,(Y), T,(Y) = &+ C;‘(Y, X+JX, , 
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vR( Y) = &+ C;‘( Y, X,)X-, (with n,, , rfi as in Section I), and 0X, = -Xee , 
XBa = eB(loga)Xe , for a E A. 
Now Eq. (5) (applied to f = t,) combined with the fact that the function 
n -+ ( YI”, Ys) on N lies in .%N for all Yr , Yz E g implies that Y& E W, since 
we know that for 2 E n, Zt, E W, by [I, C orollary 4.31. This completes the proof 
of Lemma 4.9. 
Now Eq. (4) in the proof above combined with the result of Lemma 4.9 itself 
gives 
LEMMA 4.10. For all D E U(g), 
D,e,EW*e,. (6) 
Here D, means D acting as a right-invariant differential operator (on the left). 
Proof. For YE g, we have 
Y,e,E.B?-ee, (7) 
by Eq. (4). Thus for D a monomial Y, . Y,-r . ... . Yz * Yr in U(g), we can take 
the successive derivatives (Yi)R , i = I,..., n, applying (4) and Lemma 4.9 each 
time, to obtain D,e,, E B? . e, , as required. 
Proposition 4.6 now follows from the lemmas: for DE U(f), De,“(k) = 
D,e,(k-lx) for K E K, x E X, by the definition of eAx. Thus [/ De,,” IIK = 
supkeK 1 D,e,(kx)] < Cero(s) for some C, r > 0, all x E X, since D,e, E 92e, C 
b*(X) by Lemmas 4.10, 4.7, and 4.8. Letting D = LBn for n E Z’, we have 
Proposition 4.6. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
5. P,(b’(B)) = &f(X) (X RANK ONE) 
For X of rank one, we can prove the converse to Theorem 4.1, that is, 
Pn(b’(B)) 2 b,*(X), by using the expression given in [4c] for the functions 
@ A.6 in terms of the Gauss hypergeometric function F. To use this reduction we 
must first develop parametrizations for & and A, and express the results of 
Sections 2 and 3 explicitly in these parameters. 
Let X be a symmetric space of noncompact type with rank(X) = 1. Then a 
is one-dimensional, so that there exists a unique root OL such that Z+ = (a> 
or (a, 201}, depending on X, for the remainder of this section we will use the 
symbol (Y to denote this minimum positive root. Let H, E a be the unique 
element such that or(H,) = 1; then h(H,,) = (A, 01>/(01, a>, all h E a; . A = exp(a) 
will be parametrized as A = (ut ] t E rW> with a, = exp(tH,,). Note that 
u(ut) = c,, j t / with c0 = j HO 1 > 0. 
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The parametrization for &, is given in [4c, p. 3361; for our purposes it is 
sufficient merely to assume a set S of pairs of integers ( p, q) and a parametriza- 
tion 6 = S,,, such that & = {S,,, 1 (p, q) E S} with 
z+ x{o}csc((p,q)Ez+ x ZI jq( <p} 
in all cases (mZa = 0, 1, 3, or 7; cf. [4c] for more details). S,,, = 1,. Define 
the semi-norms / j+ and / I- on I&, with the values in &Z+ by 1 S,,, /+ = $( p + q), 
~ S,,, j _ = +( p - 9). The eigenvalue A, may be expressed in terms of the param- 
eters ( p, q) as follows: if 6 = S,,, with ( p, q) E S, then A, = A,,, = p( p + 
dim(B) - 1) (so that A,,, is independent of q). This follows generally from the 
facts that B := K/M is the unit sphere in p in this case, L, the usual sphere 
Laplacian, and S,,, a subrepresentation of the natural (adjoint) action of K on 
Z”(p), the harmonic polynomials on p homogeneous of degree p. The formula 
for A, in parameters shows that a function 4: I?,, + Rf satisfies b(S) < CA,r 
for all 6 in a subset of & if and only if $(S,,,) < Cps for all ( p, q) in the corre- 
sponding subset of S; we say that a function on I& which satisfies this condition 
is of polynomial growth in 6, on the appropriate subset. Note that the behavior 
of + on finite subsets of Kr = I?,, - {lK} does not affect the condition. 
For X of rank one, we have m(S) = dim VBTsM = 1 for all 6 E I& ; thus, with 
orthonormal bases {z+ ,.,., V~(~J} chosen in the spaces V, as in Section 2, with 
v = Cl E T,‘s.M, the fundamental matrix elements Szj in b(B) reduce to Sis = 
Sf z,l , I(’ q z << d(S), 6 E I&. We can thus restate Proposition 2.6(ii) as 
LEMMA 5. I . Given a set of (scalar) coeficients {ui6 1 1 < i < d(S), 6 E &,,> 
with the property that 6 -+ xi / ais I2 is of polynomial growth on kl , then the series 
Es xi d(S) aisS,s converges to an element T E b’(B), with T(SiS) = ais, all 
1 < i < d(S), 6 E I& . 
The symbols xi and x8 z:i are used here to denote ~~~I) and CsegO Czar’, 
respectively, and will be so used wherever possible without ambiguity. 
Next, we define the functions pt E&,+,&X), 1 < i < d(S), 6 E&, , by 
Fi8 = (q , @QJZ’j (v = v1 E Va’gM as above), so that Fis = PA(Sis). Then the 
results of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 take the following form: forf E gA(X), X simple, 
there exist coefficients {qs / 1 < i < d(S), 6 E I&} with f = x6 xi d(S) aisFis, 
convergent in G(X); and if f = PA(T), T E 8’(B) (or R(B)), with T = 
x.6 xi d(S) b,sS,s, then ais = !I,~, all i, 6. Now GJ~,~(u . o) E End Vabf, all X E a% , 
s E I&, a E A (since eA2 is A+‘-bivariant for x = a 0); since Valw is one- 
dimensional, @A,6 j A o acts as the scalar (@p,,,u, v) on Vsnr. Thus, if we define 
the scalar function @i,8 by dii,s = (v, @-x,~v), we have 
Fis(ka * o) = Sis(kM) @,,(a * o) (1) 
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for k E K, a E A, all 1 < i < d(6), all 6 E I?,, ; and 
all a E A. Since X = KA . o, Eq. (1) shows that the function @i,, on A * o 
determines all the functions Fis, i < d(6), so that the expression for @t,6 / A . o 
in coordinates will be of fundamental importance. This expression is derived 
(with the symbol @A,s used where we use @t 6 , cf. [4c, Eq. (2) p.3331) by 
means of the differential equation LX@‘& = -$Q, A) + (p, p>)@ise , realized 
in coordinates, with L, expressed as a sum of its radial (A) and angular (K) 
components. The result, [4c, Theorem 4.51, is an expression for @,“,, on A . o 
in terms of the hypergeometric function F(=RI); however, we need this result 
in a transformed version, which we give as 
PROPOSITION 5.2. For 6 = S,,, E I&, , h E a$ with (ih, a)/(a, a) $ Z, h simple, 
and t E R, 
@,(a, * o) = C,, tanhp t coshz t Z,(i 6 I+ , 1 6 I-; cosh2 t), 
where 
Z,&, v; x) = r(D) F(u + u, b + u; 1 - D; x-1) 
with 
+ T(-D) ml + 4 w1t 4 - r@F(a, + u, b, + 2’; I -1m D; x-1) 
r(a + 4 r(b + 4 
(3) 
w C”=r(a,)r(b,)’ 
where l = l(h) = (iA - p)(H,,), a = a(h) = -41, b = b(A) = -;(l + mza - I), 
~1 = a(-A), b, = b(--h), c = &(m, + czar + l), and D = D(h) = ih(H,) = 
<ih ~>i<% m>. 
Proof. The proof follows directly from [4, Eq. (22) p. 3371 together with 
the following transformation formula for F [6, p. 471: 
F(A, ‘; ‘; x> = r(C _ A) r(C _ B) r(C)r(C-A-B)F(A,B;A+B-C+t;l -X) 
+ (1 - X) 
c A BW)r(At-B--) 
- - -r(A)r(B) 
xF(C-A,C-B;C-A-B+t;l-XX) (4) 
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for C-A-B+& /X]<l. Here A=a+]Sl+, B=b+/S/-, 
C=c+~S(++(S]~,sothatC-~-B=c-u-~,a,-~=~b,-~= 
&(Z - Ii) = D. Thus the condition D = (ih, &>/(a, a) $ Z is needed. The 
condition that X be simple, while not strictly needed here, is imposed to avoid 
the need for consideration of the cases where r(a, + 1 S I+) . r(b, + / S I-) 
has poles. Note that since C, = r(c) e,(x), with e,(h) as defined in [4b, (31), 
p. 921 (with s the nonidentity Weyl group element), we have C, # 0 (or 
r(a,) r(b,) finite) if and only if h is simple [4b, Theorem 1.1, p. 1291. Using 
this fact, we see that the weights X to be excluded by the two conditions are all X 
such that (ix, a>/(ol, a) E Z and (ix, 01>/(01, a) = -im, -- n, for almost all 
n E Z+. (In particular, if m, is even, the first condition alone is sufficient.) 
THEOREM 5.3. Let X have rank one; then for X E a$ with (ih, 01)/(01, a) $ B 
and X simple, 
P,(&‘(B)) = q(x). 
The proof is broken up into three somewhat technical lemmas; thus before 
proceeding to the details, we outline the method. By Theorem 4.1, we need 
only know that P,(&‘(B)) C&F(X), so we choose a function f E b?(X), which 
in this case means that we have constants C, r > 0 with supkGK I f(ka, . o)l < 
C coshr t, all t E II& As discussed above, if h is simple we may expand f = 
Es x:i d(S) cQF,~; then by Lemma 5.1 the object is to show that S -+ z:i 1 ui8 ] 
is of polynomial growth in S for almost all S (i.e., on J?,, minus a finite subset), 
since then T = x:6 z.i d(S) aisS,s will be an element of 8’(B) with P,(T) = f. 
Now Eq. (2) implies that 
(5) 
for all t E R, all S E ka . Thus if we can find a sequence S -+ t(S) defined for 
almost all S with cash t(S) of polynomial growth in S and such that 
I @;,s(q,j * o)I 3 K coshC t(s) (6) 
for some K > 0, c E R, and almost all 6, then the result follows, since the 
inequality (5) can then be rewritten as 
c 1 ais I2 < Cl cash” t(S) (7) 
for almost all S(s = r - 2c), which is the estimate required (cash t(S) being 
polynomial in S). The construction of a sequence 8 + t(S) with these properties 
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occupies the remainder of this section. The method is to use the confluent 
property of the hypergeometric function F, which we need in the following form. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let Z = 2, be the function de$ned in Eq. (3); then there exist 
analytic functions L, , L, on @ x (2 1 1 arg(z)l < V} and L, on @ such that for 
1x1 <l 
(i) p& Z(u, v; u/x) = L,(v; x), uniformly in (v, x) on compact sets, 
(ii) $nm qu, v; v/x) -= L,(u; x), uniformly in (u, x) on compact sets, 
(iii) 11 lim++m Z(u, V; uzfjx) = L+(x), uniformly in x on compact sets. (8) 
Proof. The proof follows directly from the definitions and the confluent 
property of F, that is, if 1 x / < 1, 
lim F(a + u, b; c; x/u) 
lL++m 
= ,F,(b, c; 4, uniformly in x on compact sets 
and 
lim F(u + u, b + v; c; xjuv) 
U, tJ++m 
= F(c) x1’2(1-c)Ic_1(2X1’2), uniformly in x on compact sets, (9) 
where 1Fl is the confluent hypergeometric function and I, the modified Bessel 
function, cf. [6, p. 262, p. 661. Th is is proved by expanding F in a power series 
in x/u, (or x/uz)), and using the fact that 
and the result that if 
( since al - a = b, - b = D), 
&(w) = w + w + n) W-n qA i w) for n EE+, w E @, 
then limW++m A,(w) = 1, and 1 A,(w)l/n! < 1, for all w sufficiently large, all n, 
so that if ] x j < 1, M-test arguments give the limits and uniformity (and 
analyticity of the limit functions). Employing (9), expressions for the limit 
functions can in fact be given explicitly in terms of special functions: L,(v; x) = 
T(b, + U) U(b + v, 1 - D, x), L,(u; x) = r(a, + u) U(a + u, 1 - D, x), and 
L+(x) = 2z~~/sK~(2xl~~), with a, a, , b, b, , and D as defined in (3) and the 
functions U and K, as in [6, pp. 264, p. 661. 
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We now wish to use Lemma 5.4 together with expression (3) for @i,s to 
construct the sequence S + t(S). The idea is that if we define t(S) by 
cosh2 t(S) = 1 6 1+/x0 for S such that 1 S I+ is unbounded, 
16 I- bounded, 
= I 6 I-/x0 for S such that I 6 j_ is unbounded, 
I 6 I+ bounded, 
= I s If . IS l-h for S such that I S I+, I S j_ unbounded, 
(10) 
with x,, chosen to make the resulting limits L, , L, , and L, nonzero, then the 
sequence S -+ t(S) will have the required properties, as can be seen by considering 
the resulting expression for @!,,(a,(,) . o) in terms of Z(l S /+ , / S I_ ; cosha t(S)) 
together with Lemma 5.4. To prove this in detail, we need to develop Lemma 5.4 
in the following way. 
For P E +Z+, define I+(P) = {(u, V) E +Z+ x &E+ 1 max{u, V} > P} and 
I-(P) = +Z+ x +Z+ -I+(P). Let l?*(P) = (6 E ZC, ](I S I+, j S I-) E&(P)}, so 
that & = g+(P) u l?‘_(P), with K(P) finite. Let mP be defined on Rf by 
f%(x) = 1, x < p, 
= x, x > P, 
and define m(u, ZJ) = mP(u) m,(v), so that m(u, 71) = u, v, or uv depending 
on whether u > P >, v, v > P > u, or u, v > P, respectively. Now the fact 
that the functions L defined in Lemma 5.4 are analytic implies that for each 
P E +Z+, we can choose x0 = xO(P, X) with 4 < x0 < 2 and 
ph x0> Jp2@4; x0) L+(xo) f- 0, (11) 
u 
where the product n in both cases is taken over all w E +?I+ with w < P. Also 
by Lemma 5.4 there exists a number P E &Z+ sufficiently large that 
(u,&p) I -m vi +4 v>/x)l 
> ii mint1 L+(x)l, m$ IL,(v; 41, mp 1~5~04 x)1> (12) 
for all x in a compact set, / x I < 1, where min, means the minimum over all 
w E +h+ with w < P. Thus we have: 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let PE +iZ+ be such that (12) holds, and x0 = x,,(P, A) as 
dejined in (11); then there exists a constant K,, > 0 with 
~u,$$,~ I -W4 vi 44 v)/xol 2 ~~ (13) 
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We can now define the sequence 6 -+ t(S) on K+(P) as follows: let X E a$ , 
P E -$Z+ with P 3 1 and such that (12) holds, and x0 = x,,(P, A) as defined in 
(ll), then t(S) E IW+ is defined by 
cash’ t(S) = x,‘m(I 6 I+ , 1 6 I-) (14) 
for all 6 E R+(P). Note that since x,, < Q and m(l 6 I+ , 1 6 I-) > P > 1, for 
6 E g+(P), t(S) is well defined. The important property of the sequence 6 + t(S) 
is given by 
LEMMA 5.6. Let h E a: with (A, or)/(ol, a) $ Z, and 6 + t(S) on l?+(P) as 
defined in (14); then there exists a constant K > 0 such that 
I @%&w) . o>I 2 K coshzR t(s) (15) 
for all 6 E g+(P) (where ZR = Re(Z(h)), l(h) as in (3)). 
Proof. By formula (3) and Corollary 5.5, we need only show that there is 
a or > 0 such that tanh” t(S) > q for all 6 = S,,, E g+(P). But for 6 = 
S,,, E I?+(P), P > 4, tanhn t(S) > (1 - 2x,/ P)pi2 >, (1 - 2/P)* 3 $e-2 since 
tanh2 t(S) = 1 - x,,/m(I 6 I+ , I 6 I-) 3 1 - 2x,/P > 1 - 2/P, by 
4 6 I+ 7 IS I-> 3 P/2> P 2 p- 
Summarizing, we have: 
LEMMA 5.7. Let f E b:(X) with (ih, ol)/(a, 8) $ Z. Then ;ff = CsCi d(S)aisFis 
is the K-Fourier decomposition off, there exists a P E +Z+ such that 6 --+ xi 1 ais I2 
is of polynomial growth on R+(P). 
Proof, Inequality (5) combined with Lemma 5.6 gives 
c 1 ads 1’ < C, cosh7-21R t(s) = Cd S I+ 7 IS I-)” (16) 
for all 6 E k+(P), with s = +(r - 21,). 
Combining Lemmas 5.7 and 5.1, we have Theorem 5.3. 
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